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There’s little better than hitting the road behind the wheel of a luxury motorcoach. 

Getting proper insurance coverage for that vehicle, however, was another story 

altogether. Standard RV policies cap out well below the desired valuation required, 

and have limited coverage for personal contents, requiring owners to self-insure 

an unacceptable level of liability. Auto policies have even lower limits and less 

complete coverage, creating gaps that too often come as a surprise in the event of 

a claim.  

So, AIG and HUB came together to offer a better alternative: The first and only 

insurance policy created specifically for owners of high-end motorcoaches. 

Compared to the standard coverages offered by other carriers: 

Higher Physical Damage limits, entry point commencing at $1m with no restriction 

on desired value serving the top of the customized motorcoach market. 

Two-year total loss protection, so you are fully protected in the early high-

depreciation years. 

Greater flexibility, to balance deductibles and premium costs to best suit your 

needs. 

The open road now 
has fewer roadblocks. 

Introducing the first and only insurance coverage designed 
exclusively for luxury motorcoach owners. 

Risk & Insurance

https://www.hubinternational.com/products/private-client-insurance/


Guaranteed valuation, mutually agreed by you and AIG, so you know exactly how 

much you will receive if you suffer a total lost. 

The best of two coverages, homeowners, and auto all on one policy.  

 ȋ Electronics 

 ȋ Personal contents 

 ȋ Contents of others 

 ȋ Luxury Coach related structures (ability to endorse on the policy) 

 ȋ Personal liability- inclusive of Bodily Injury, Property damage, Personal injury 

up to policy limit 

 ȋ Auto policy liability protection

The first and only coverage designed exclusively for owners of high-end luxury 
motorcoaches is offered by AIG exclusively through HUB. To speak with a HUB 
Private Client Advisor about designing a coverage that meets your specific 
financial and lifestyle needs, please contact:

About HUB Private Client 

HUB Private Client is an elite group within North America’s fifth largest insurance brokerage that 

specializes in the risk management needs of high-net-worth clients. All of our group’s Risk Managers have 

extensive experience working with financially successful families and are backed by a team of specialists 

in various aspects of the affluent lifestyle. We are organized to craft highly customized solutions to 

address complex risk profiles, and to deliver an exceptional level of personalized service.  
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